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Why is warming fastest
at high latitudes?

• Replacement of white (energy reflecting)
with dark (energy absorbing) surfaces
– Sea ice extent is shrinking
– Snow is melting earlier
– Glaciers are shrinking

• Vegetation is changing



Example of summer sea ice loss:  1979 to 2003



Most important effects of
warming are indirect





Decadal distribution of most intense low-pressure
centers over Arctic Ocean (June-August)
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Time series of permafrost temperatures at 20 m depth Time series of permafrost temperatures at 20 m depth 
for sites south of the Yukon River in Alaskafor sites south of the Yukon River in Alaska

(courtesy of Tom (courtesy of Tom OsterkampOsterkamp))



Effects of thawing permafrost in discontinuousEffects of thawing permafrost in discontinuous
permafrost zonepermafrost zone
(courtesy of Tom (courtesy of Tom OsterkampOsterkamp))
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Will climate warming
continue?

• Probably
• Depends on time frame of interest

– In short term, climate variability is large
– In long term, climate trends become

important



Who should plan for climate
change?

• Next 5 years? No
• Next 10 years? Maybe
• Next 20-50 years? Yes



Challenges and Opportunities
• Challenges

– Thawing permafrost
– Thinner ice
– More severe-fire years

• Opportunities
– Northern sea routes
– Longer growing season
– Changes in winter tourism
– Less severe living conditions





Links between science,
business, and management

• Rapid climate change in Alaska is relevant to business
and management

• Substantial scientific expertise in Alaska
– Alaska is logical place to study climate change

• Scientists interested in making climate research
relevant

• Seek your guidance in how to strengthen
communication to provide more policy-relevant
products


